WE'RE HIRING!

DATA & AI MENTOR TECHIONISTA ACADEMY
Are you passionate about data & AI? Do you have some experience in this field? Are you a born mentor
with a go-getter attitude, a lot of energy, patience, and a good communicative skill set? If your answer
is YES to these questions, then we are looking for you!
We are looking for a mentor who guides our Techionista Academy students through the ups and downs
of our Microsoft Azure Certified Data & AI Track, as well as tracks that have yet to be developed. As
our Data & AI Mentor, you will support the students online in taking their learning to the next level.
Good to know:
Our academy is 100% online.
The position will be for a 32-36 hour work week.
Starting date: as soon as possible.

MAIN RESPONSIBILITIES:
Supporting and motivating our students;
Answering student questions, on the
hard skills;
Hosting training days;
Preparing, hosting and presenting
weekly live events;
Supporting role: As a backbone of the
hardskill team you will make sure
everything is prepared, set in place and
make things roll out smoothly for the
students so they can learn efficiently
and get the most out of their study.

WE ARE LOOKING FOR YOU IF YOU…
have a bright mind(set), have a growth mindset
have sufficient understanding of Data & AI;
have a passion for sharing your knowledge;
are experienced in managing and motivating
others;
are patient, flexible, and have a go-getter
attitude;
have proactive communication skills;
are fluent in English, speaking Dutch is a plus;
love to further expand the online possibilities of
retraining;
enjoy fulfilling a supporting role;
can perform supporting tasks independently.

WHO WE ARE
Techionista is dedicated to empowering women through technology. The goal: more women in the IT
world and more diversity in the labor market. Techionista inspires with tech, educates women, retrains
women and helps women find a job in tech. Through these activities, Techionista has already reached a
wide audience and built up a strong community.

INTERESTED? SEND AN EMAIL BEFORE THE 31TH OF DECEMBER 2021 TO
TAMIRA@TECHIONISTA.COM

TECHIONISTA-ACADEMY.COM

